
How are 
personalized 
cancer 
vaccines made?

Each cancer is different 
– no two are the same. 
That’s because cancer 
cells have genetic 
mutations that make 
them unique. 

Genetic mutations create 
pieces of proteins in 
cancer cells that are 
not usually seen in 
normal cells. These cancer 
proteins make 
up a patient’s cancer 
“fingerprint.” 

mRNA personalized cancer vaccines are made 
with the goal of specifically matching each patient's 
cancer fingerprint. 

The goal of mRNA personalized cancer vaccines is to 
train a patient's immune cells to recognize the cancer 
fingerprint proteins and launch an immune response 
against the cancer cells.

Personalized cancer vaccines are currently being 
studied in clinical trials. There are currently no 
approved mRNA personalized cancer vaccines.*

What Is a 
Personalized 
Cancer Vaccine?

What makes each 
cancer unique?

What are mRNA personalized 
cancer vaccines?

For more information on mRNA technology, visit aboutmrna.com.

One medicine for one patient

One characteristic that makes cancer hard to 
treat is that each person’s cancer is different. 
That's why companies like Moderna, in collaboration 
with Merck, are researching medicines that are 
designed specifically to treat each patient.

Personalized cancer vaccines are an innovative 
approach that tailor treatment to each patient's 
individual cancer.

First, doctors take a 
sample of a patient’s 
tumor and blood so 
they can identify the 
unique genetic 
mutations of that 
patient’s cancer.

An analysis is performed to identify the best cancer fingerprint 
proteins that may train and activate the patient's immune cells.

An mRNA personalized 
cancer vaccine is created 
for that patient. 

The mRNA in the 
personalized cancer 
vaccine helps show parts 
of the cancer fingerprint 
proteins to the immune 
system. 

The patient's immune 
system may now better 
recognize and fight the 
patient's cancer.

An investigational mRNA personalized cancer vaccine is tailored for each patient to study 
if it helps their immune system fight their unique cancer. Clinical studies are ongoing to 

explore the potential benefits and risks of mRNA personalized cancer vaccines combined 
with another cancer treatment called an immunotherapy.

*As of December 2022.
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